dansePlatForma#23
Special edition Acting for Peace - Contemporary dance
For this special edition, we are looking for contemporary dance choreographer over 18 years old who will be
presented its choreography at the second edition of dansePlatForma in Montpellier.
Received applications will be study by the programming committee of dansePlatForma composed of Nathalie
Brun and Mitia Fedotenko founders and co-directors of dansePlatForma, Benoît Larbiou and Séverine Blaison
respectively President and Secretary of the Autre MiNa Compagny, french compagny producer of dansePlatForma.
The international Jury composed by our European partners and the dansePlatForma direction will choose among
this first selection : one Romanian choreographer, one Polish choreographer.
The programming committee of dansePlatForma will select the Ukrainian and the Russian choreographer.
Applicants are committed to respect detailed terms and conditions, and special requirements.
They must send all the requested elements (videos integral, photos, internet links, technical conditions,...) or their
application won’t be accepted.
The deadline to apply is on September 7.
We are looking for :
- Solo or duet from 25 mn up to 40 mn
- Trio or quartet from 40 mn up to 1 h
- Open to professionals’ choreographers from Poland, Romania, Ukraine and from Russian choreographers and
dancers (resident and non-resident in Russia)
- Be + 18 years old
- Contemporary dance form
- If text is used in the play, provide French subtitles
- Play less than 3 years old or new version of a repertoire play
- Plays already proposed in scene format for the first edition of dansePlatForma won’t be accepted.
Presentation technical conditions :
- 10 x10 m set with light and sound – video possible
- Set-up the very day (3h maximum)
- Scenography, sound and light technical
- Shared set
Required availability:
January 2023
dansePlatForma#23 conditions in Montpellier :
- Promotion and communication
- Free provision of the theater and technical means (material and technicians)
- Caring for an artistic team for 4 persons maximum (included choreographer, dancers, musicians, other artist) :
trip, accommodation and meals, fees in Euro
We are not in charge of :
- Visa cost
- Set transport in the hold
- Fees, trip and meals of the staff above 4 persons of the artistic team.

dansePlatForma
oc.autremina@gmail.com

Apply

+33 (0)4 67 20 13 42
www.danseplatforma.com

